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OVERVIEW: Cold moderates temporally this week in the prairies and upper mid-west with little to no snow 

predicted, whereas temperatures decline and remain below freezing for > 24hrs in the northern latitudes of the 

Atlantic Flyway starting Tuesday night.  Snow showers are also predicted in the Great Lakes region throughout the 

week and into next weekend.  

SPECIES PREDICTIONS: We report WSI values and color code each day by species and location as little to no 

migration (YELLOW), increasing abundance (RED), and decreasing abundance (BLUE).  WSI models 

and thresholds differ among species, so the values by location will differ among some species. Thresholds are points 

when ducks are predicted to decrease in abundance from one day to the next, it does not indicate they no longer 

occur at a location.  The greater the WSI beyond the threshold the greater decrease in abundance from one day to 

the next and greater likelihood of their arrival at points farther south.  

THIS WEEK: Our WSI predicts that mallards will continue to move out of the northern prairies and into southern 

latitudes, with locations at mid-latitudes and to a lesser extent southern latitudes (e.g., Arkansas) seeing an influx of 

these mallards. Greatest likelihood of mallard migration in the Mississippi Flyway is early in the week.  Early migrant 

dabbling ducks such as shoveler, green-winged teal, American wigeon, and gadwall are predicted to make a 

substantial movement into southern latitudes of the Mississippi Flyway this week starting Tues/Wed. As this cold 

system moves east, the WSI predicts the first potential for substantial mallard and black duck migration of the 

season in the Atlantic Flyway out of Ontario and Quebec. Greatest likelihood of this movement is Wednesday and 

then again towards the weekend. The > 24hr sustained cold front in the Atlantic Flyway is predicted to cause a 

substantial reduction in the abundance of early migrant dabbling ducks such as shoveler, green-winged teal, 

American wigeon, and gadwall.  Many of these early migrant dabbling ducks had moved south of New York already 

and the cold front this week is predicted to further reduce the availability of these ducks to hunters, whereas they 

are predicted to arrive in mid-latitude regions this week. 
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GADWALL (WSI threshold = -7) 

 

SHOVELER (WSI threshold = -9) 

 



 

WIGEON and GREEN-WINGED TEAL (WSI threshold = -10) 

 

 


